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abstract: Masting, the synchronized and intermittent seed production by plant populations, provides highly variable food resources
for specialist seed predators. Such a reproductive mode helps minimize seed losses through predator satiation and extinction of seed
predator populations. The seed predators can buffer the resource
variation through dispersal or extended diapause. We developed a
spatially explicit resource-consumer model to understand the effect
of masting on specialist seed predators. The masting dynamics were
assumed to follow a resource-based model for plant reproduction,
and the population dynamics of the predator were represented by a
spatially extended Nicholson-Bailey model. The resultant model
demonstrated that when host plants reproduce intermittently, seed
predator populations go locally extinct, but global persistence of the
predator is facilitated by dispersal or extended diapause. Global extinction of the predator resulted when the intermittent reproduction
is highly synchronized among plants. An approximate invasion criterion for the predators showed that negative lag-1 autocorrelation
in seeding reduces invasibility, and positive lag-1 cross-correlation
enhances invasibility. Spatial synchronization in seeding at local scale
caused by pollen coupling (or climate forcing) further prevented
invasion of the predators. If the predators employed extended diapause, extremely high temporal variability in reproduction was required for plants to evade the predators.
Keywords: mast seeding, synchrony, dispersal, spatial dynamics, predator satiation, invasibility.

Seeds and berries can be an invaluable resource for herbivores. As a consequence, there are many species—“seed
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predators”—that are specialized on seeds. Plants in turn
attempt to minimize their seed losses through specialized
reproductive strategies. Mast seeding, or masting, the intermittent and synchronized reproduction of large seed
crops by plant populations (Kelly 1994) documented
across a broad group of plant species (Herrera et al. 1998),
is often explained to have evolved to reduce seed losses
to such seed predators (the predator satiation hypothesis;
Janzen 1971; Silvertown 1980). Many studies testify to
predator satiation by showing lower predation rates in high
seed production years (Smith et al. 1990; Sork et al. 1993;
Kelly and Sullivan 1997; Sperens 1997; Shibata et al. 1998;
Kelly et al. 2000; Satake et al. 2004). In addition to enhancing seed survival through satiation of a predator’s
functional response, there is evidence that mast seeding
can satiate a numerical response of specialized seed predators. In this case, predation risk is a declining function
of the ratio of current to previous year’s seed set (Kelly
and Sullivan 1997; Sperens 1997; Shibata et al. 1998; Satake
et al. 2004). Masting is at least partially accounted for from
the point of view of plant life history. From the perspective
of the seed predator, in contrast, numerous questions remain; masting provides a nutrient-rich but highly variable
food resource that can lead to food shortage and extinction
of seed predator. This is particularly likely if seed predators
are specialists whose diet is dominated by the seeds produced by masting species.
As an evolutionary response to the unpredictable resource
availability, seed predators should employ strategies for
spreading risk to reduce realized variability in fitness: dispersal, dormancy, and/or generalizing the diet (Hopper
1999). If plants are patchily distributed, dispersal may reduce variation in fitness by spreading risk over space. In a
temporally fluctuating environment, invertebrate seed predators may respond with an extended diapause to spread risk
over time (Tauber et al. 1986; Roff 1992). According to
general theory and field studies for the evolution of dispersal, dispersal among the patches is advantageous if fluctuations of local conditions are independent across space
(Levin et al. 1984), but if there is positive correlation either
in time or across space, dispersal is less favored (Ellner and
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Shmida 1981; Cohen and Levin 1991; Holt and McPeek
1996). Furthermore, a recent continuous-space stochastic
model of population dynamics showed that the risk of extinction is reduced by dispersal, while it is increased by
enhanced spatial correlation in environmental stochasticity
(Harrison and Quinn 1989; Engen et al. 2002a). The advantage of dispersal is therefore influenced by spatiotemporal pattern in resource fluctuation. In the case of mast
seeding, resources will be negatively correlated in time but
positively correlated across space (Kelly and Sork 2002). In
order to understand the ecological consequences of such a
particular pattern of resource variability induced by mast
seeding, a more detailed theory is needed.
Two interlinked challenges are to understand the spatiotemporal dynamics of a seed predator on a masting resource and to understand the invasibility of the predators—
when is a specialist seed predator ecologically viable? Answers to these are the topic of this study. Spatiotemporal
fluctuations in seeding are represented by the pollencoupled tree model (Isagi et al. 1997; Satake and Iwasa 2000,
2002a, 2002b), in which reproductive behavior of individual
plants is prompted on the level of internal energy. This
mechanism of mast seeding has recently received firm empirical support (Rees et al. 2002) and is therefore a natural
starting point for exploring the spatiotemporal dynamics of
seed predators. We consider specialized insect seed predators
with a semelparous life cycle in which adults disperse to
neighboring host plants to search randomly for seeds, berries, or flower heads on which to lay their eggs. The larvae
subsequently complete the life cycle through feeding on the
seeds. Thus, the dynamics of the predator at a single host
plant are assumed to follow a spatially extended NicholsonBailey model (Hassell et al. 1991; Comins et al. 1992). Our
model centers on the effect of dispersal by predators. In
addition, we also examine the effect of extended diapause
as a strategy for predators to spread the risk in time (dispersal in time). Spatial and temporal dynamics are interwoven in a complex fashion in such a system. Temporal
dynamics induce complex spatial patterns, which critically
influence the dynamics and persistence of the system. Our
modeling addresses the fundamental question of how variable and synchronized seed production of plants may prevent persistence and invasion of seed predator populations.
Model
Masting Dynamics: Pollen-Coupled Tree Model
Consider a forest of outcrossing plants, each of which
has internal energy reserves according to the balance between net energy gain through photosynthesis and energy
expenditure through reproduction (and maintenance/
growth, which we will assume to be deduced from the

energy gain prior to the calculations that follows). From
photosynthesis, each plant gains net energy, Ps, every year.
Let Si(t) be the energy reserves of a plant located at site
i at the beginning of year t. Assume further that a plant
will not reproduce unless its accumulated energy reserves,
Si(t) ⫹ Ps, exceed some critical threshold, L T. If Si(t) ⫹
Ps exceeds L T, the plant produces flowers that invest energy (“flowering cost”) proportional to the excess as
given by a[Si(t) ⫹ Ps ⫺ L T], where a is constant of proportionality (Satake and Iwasa 2000). If a flower is successfully pollinated, the plant invests additional energy
as a result of the cost of fruit production, R ca[Si(t) ⫹
Ps ⫺ L T], where Rc is the ratio of fruiting cost to flowering
cost. The energy reserve level thus falls to Si(t) ⫹ Ps ⫺
a(R c ⫹ 1)[Si(t) ⫹ Ps ⫺ L T], so the overall resource dynamics are
Si(t) ⫹ Ps
if Si(t) ⫹ Ps ≤ L T ,
Si(t ⫹ 1) p
Si(t) ⫹ Ps ⫺ a (R c ⫹ 1) [Si(t) ⫹ Ps ⫺ L T]
if Si(t) ⫹ Ps 1 L T .

{

(1)
In a previous set of articles (Satake and Iwasa 2000, 2002a,
2002b), we introduced the nondimensional equations to
characterize the dynamics of this system. Since the predator dynamics are critically dependent on the underlying
reproductive dynamics of plants, we provide a brief overview of the key results here.
Considering the nondimensionalized variable Yi(t) p
[Si(t) ⫹ Ps ⫺ L T]/Ps, equation (1) is rewritten as
Yi (t ⫹ 1) p

{Y⫺kY(t) ⫹(t)1⫹ 1 ifif YY ((tt)) ≤ 0,0,
i

i

i

i

1

(2)

in which k p a(R c ⫹ 1) ⫺ 1 is a reproductive depletion
constant. If a p 1, k is equal to the ratio of fruiting cost
to flowering cost, Rc. Equation (2) represents a “tent map”
that predicts stable annual reproduction for k ! 1 and chaotic reproduction for k 1 1 (Satake and Iwasa 2000).
In outcrossing plants, fruiting rates may be restricted
by pollen production of other plants in the neighborhood
(Nilsson and Wästljung 1987; Smith et al. 1990). Knapp
et al. (2001) reported that plants with many pollenproducing neighbors tended to produce larger acorn crops
than do those that were more isolated. It is also documented that seed limitation is frequently caused by pollination failure that has been variously attributed to pollen
limitation (Wilcock and Neiland 2002). To model the pollen limitation of plant reproduction, the pollen availability,
Pi(t), to individual i was introduced (Isagi et al. 1997;
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Satake and Iwasa 2000). The nondimensionalized energy
dynamics are then
Yi (t ⫹ 1) p

{Y⫺kP(t) ⫹(t)Y1 (t) ⫹ 1 ifif YY ((tt)) ≤ 0,0,
i

i

i

i

i

1

(3a)

where Pi(t) is determined by the average flowering intensity of the plants in some neighborhood around the focal
plant, Ui, according to

In the spatially extended setting, we denote the number
of emerged adults at site i at the beginning of year t by
Zi(t) and assume host plants are arranged on lattice points
of a two-dimensional square grid. We assume that a fraction, m, of the adults leave the plant where they were born
and disperse to adjacent plants. The postdispersal number
of adults at site i, denoted as Z i(t), is given by
Z i(t) p (1 ⫺ m)Z i(t) ⫹

b

P(t)
p
i

(冘 )

1
[Yj (t)]⫹ ,
m j苸Ui

(3b)

where [Y ]⫹ p Y if Y 1 0 and 0 otherwise. The m is the
number of plants included in the neighborhood Ui, and
b determines the pollination efficiency; for small b, Pi(t)
will be close to the maximum value of 1, even when the
flowering activity of neighbors is only at an intermediate
level, implying that plants can set fruit even when few
other plants flower. In contrast, if b is large, Pi(t) depends
strongly on the flowering intensity of other plants, and
seeds will be set only when most of the plants in the forest
bloom. Thus, we call b the pollen coupling strength. In
this study, we will consider a situation of local pollen coupling in which pollination is limited to eight nearest neighbors around the focal plant (m p 8). Masting dynamics
under an assumption of global pollen coupling, in which
the neighborhood Ui is the whole forest (m p total number of plants in a forest except oneself), was studied by
Satake and Iwasa (2000), and we will return briefly to such
a situation in “Discussion.”
Population Dynamics of Seed Predators
We consider a specialized insect seed predator with a semelparous life cycle and assume an all-females model.
Adults disperse to nearby host plants to search randomly
for seeds, berries, or flower heads on which to lay their
eggs. The larvae hatch to complete their life-cycle feeding
on the seed, leave the seeds to pupate, and emerge as adults
at the beginning of next generation. With randomly
searching adults, the dynamics of seed predators follow
the spatially extended Nicholson-Bailey model (Hassell et
al. 1991; Comins et al. 1992), with the notable exception
that dynamics of the consumer and the resource are decoupled. Decouplings would not necessarily be the case
for herbivores that feed on floral structures. Floral herbivores influence the degree of seed limitation (Krupnick
and Weis 1999; Kelly and Dyer 2002), which may change
the energy dynamics of plants by reducing the amount of
resource investment for seed production. The dynamics
of such systems are a topic for future studies.
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冘

m
Z (t),
n j苸R i j

(4)

where Ri is the neighborhood of site i and n is the number
of host plants included in Ri. In the numerical explorations
that follow, we assume the seed predator disperses to eight
nearest neighbors (n p 8). When the amount of seeds
produced by a single plant at site i in year t is denoted as
Fi(t), the predispersed number of adults in the next generation (t ⫹ 1) is given by


Z i(t ⫹ 1) p gF(t)
[1 ⫺ e⫺aZi(t)],
i

(5)

where g is the per capita emergence rate and a is the per
capita attack rate (the searching efficiency). The Fi(t) itself
is governed by the pollen-coupled tree model (eqq. [1]–
[3]) according to
F(t
i ⫹ 1) p

0
if Y (t) ≤ 0
,
{ckP(t)Y
(t) if Y (t) 0
i

i

i

i

1

(6)

where c is constant, k is the depletion coefficient, and Pi(t)
is the pollen availability given by equation (3b). The local
dynamics of seed predators represented by equation (5)
include two parameters, g and a. We can reduce the number of parameters by introducing W(t)
p aZ i(t) and rei
writing equation (5) by a formula, W(t
⫺
i ⫹ 1) p hF(t)1
i

e⫺Wi(t)], which is governed by a single compound parameter
h (pag). Hence, in the following calculation, we will fix
g p 1 and examine the effect of the value of a (without
loss of generality).
We also examine extended diapause as a potential strategy a predator may employ to cope with variable resource
availability (Tauber et al. 1986; Roff 1992; Hopper 1999).
Kelly et al. (2000) and McKone et al. (2001) demonstrated
that extremely high levels of mast seeding in Chinochloa
species may have evolved to satiate predators who have
extended diapause. In the diapause mode, we assume no
dispersal (i.e., m p 0) and that a fraction d of the pupae
has extended diapause. This assumption of dormancy is
further motivated by studies of the apple fruit moth Argyresthia conjugella Zeller, whose larvae feed on rowan berries Sorbus aucuparia L. and some fraction of whose pupae
show extended diapause (Ahlberg 1927; Edland 1971; see
Satake et al. 2003 for a detailed analysis of masting-insect
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Table 1: Symbols used in the model and statistical analysis
Variables and parameters

Definition

Energy dynamics of host plants:
Si
Ps
LT
a
Rc
Yi
k
Pi
Ui
m
b
Fruiting dynamics of host plants:
Fi
c
Population dynamics of seed predators:
Zi
Zi
m
Ri
n
g
a
Dormant model for seed predators:
Xi
d
n
Statistical parameters:
CVi
CVp
r̄
A(1)
C(1)
Q̂
Q̂ 

Level of stored energy of individual at site i
Energy gain from photosynthate per year
Threshold of energy level for flowering
Coefficient of energy expenditure for flowering
Ratio of energy expenditure for fruiting to flowering
Nondimensionalized variable of stored energy level of individual at site i
Scaling parameter (k p a(Rc ⫹ 1) ⫺ 1), called depletion coefficient
Pollen availability of individual at site i
Neighborhood of individual at site i
Number of plants included in the neighborhood
Strength of pollen limitation called pollen coupling strength
Amount of seeds produced by individual at site i
Constant converting energy expenditure for fruiting to number of seeds
Number of predispersal adults at site i
Number of postdispersal adults at site i
Fraction of adults disperse into adjacent sites
Neighborhood of the seed predator population at site i
Number of host plants included in the neighborhood
Per capita emergence rate
Per capita attack rate or searching efficiency
Number of pupae at site i
Fraction of the pupae that are capable of extended diapause
Survival rate of pupae in dormancy
Coefficient of variation in seed production at individual level
Coefficient of variation in seed production at population level
Degree of regional synchrony
Autocorrelation at the time lag 1
Cross-correlation at the time lag 1
Approximate invasion criteria
Approximate invasion criteria with no local spatial structure

interactions in this system). The number of newly produced pupae (or larvae) that emerged from egg and survived through winter at location i in year t is then given
⫺ e⫺aZ i(t)], where Zi(t) is the number of
by X i(t) p gF(t)[1
i
adults’ seed predators defined in equation (5). Let the
annual survival rate of pupae in dormancy be n. The probability that pupae emerge as adults after n years dormancy
is then given by (1 ⫺ d)d nn n, which decreases geometrically
with time. The number of adults of seed predators in year
t is the sum of pupae emerging from all different cohorts
according to

Table 1 summarizes all symbols used in the models.
Statistical Approach
In the computer simulations, we considered 30 # 30 host
plants distributed regularly over two-dimensional space.
We employed periodic boundary condition, that is, the
lattice of a torus shape (the rightmost column is the nearest
neighbor of the leftmost column, and the top row is nearest
neighbor of the bottom row). We subsequently subjected
the model output from numerical simulations to various
statistical analyses.

Z i(t ⫹ 1) p (1 ⫺ d)X i(t) ⫹ (1 ⫺ d)dnX i(t ⫺ 1)
Masting Measures

⫹ … ⫹ (1 ⫺ d)d nn nX i(t ⫺ n) …

冘
T

p

np0

(1 ⫺ d)d n X i(t ⫺ n).
n n

(7)

Spatiotemporal dynamics in mast seeding predicted by the
model depend critically on the depletion coefficient, k, and
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the coupling strength, b. Varying these parameters will
alter reproductive strategies from stable to intermittent
(and increase the coefficient of variation in seed production at individual level, CVi) and change spatial dynamics
from synchronous to asynchronous (thereby changing the
degree of spatial synchrony among plants, r̄). As is standard, both the CV in reproduction at a population level
(CVp) and r̄ are adopted to measure key elements of mast
seeding (Kelly and Sork 2002; Buonaccorsi et al. 2003).
Here we use only r̄ to measure masting dynamics because
CVp is tightly related to r̄ when the long-term average of
seed production is approximately the same among different plants (see app. B in the online edition of the American
Naturalist). For a more detailed classification of spatiotemporal dynamics of mast seeding predicted by the
model, see an article by Satake and Iwasa (2000).

Seed Predation
We measured severity of seed predation as the proportion
of seeds that was attacked by seed predators. To calculate
the proportion of attacked seeds, 100 independent simulations with different initial conditions were performed
for a range of parameter combinations of (k, b). For each
simulation, we analyzed time series of length 1,000 in seed
production and in seed predation after discarding the first
1,000 iterations to omit the long transients that are commonly seen in spatially extended models (Hastings and
Higgins 1994).

Invasion
Invasibility is typically studied by asking what happens
when a rare predator is introduced to a resource at its
consumer plant. However, in the case of mast seeding, the
resource may not be stable but may fluctuate widely across
years in a cyclic or chaotic manner (Satake and Iwasa 2000,
2002a). Moreover, the dynamics of the resource may exhibit complex spatial dynamics. Because of these complexities, we have been unable to obtain exact invasion
criteria. We have, however, developed an approximate invasion criterion, Q̂. When a small number of predators
are distributed uniformly across all host plants, a unique
spatial pattern of predators is generated through the spatially extended resource fluctuation and the predator’s dispersal to nearby plant. The Q̂ was calculated as the average
growth or decline in the predator population during two
generations following introduction (app. A). This approximate criterion provides key insights into how predator persistence is influenced by spatial and temporal fluctuations of the resource. The Q̂ is given as follows:

冘
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T⫺1

Q̂ p

1
Q(t),
T tp0

(8a)

where

[ 冘
冘冘
N

Q(t) p

a2g2
(1 ⫺ m) F(t)F(t
i
i ⫹ 1)
N
ip1
N

⫹

]

m
F(t)F
i
j (t ⫹ 1) .
n ip1 j苸R i

(8b)

In the above equation, N is the number of plants included
in the forest stand, and n is the number of plants included
in the neighborhood, Ri. The Fi(t) is the amount of seed
produced at site i in year t, given by equation (6). Other
parameters are as defined in equations (4) and (5) (see
also table 1). The first term in the right-hand side in equation (8b) arises from the seed predators that do not disperse, so their next-year offspring are left to consume seeds
or berries produced by the plant where their parents were
born. The second term arises from seed predators that
disperse to lay eggs on seeds or berries produced by neighboring plants.
By a simple calculation, Q̂ is related to the time lag–1
autocorrelation A(1) and time lag–1 cross-correlation C(1)
in seed production according to
ˆ p a 2 g 2[(1 ⫺ m)R(1)j 2 ⫹ mC(1)j 2 ⫹ 2Fˆ 2],
Q

(9)

where j2 is the variance and F̂ is the temporal mean of
fruiting for each plant. The C(1) is calculated across the
plants in the neighborhood, Ri. The Q̂ is an increasing
function of R(1) and C(1). Thus, invasibility is enhanced
if seed production is not negatively correlated with previous seed production at both the same location and adjacent locations. In contrast, if seed production of each
plant is negatively autocorrelated, invasibility is reduced.
If the fluctuation in resources is spatially synchronized,
C(1) will be negative, and invasibility is reduced further.
Because Q̂ is an approximate invasion criterion, we confirm its accuracy through numerical simulation; seed predators should be able to invade only when Q̂ 1 1.
If seed production is regionally (not locally) selforganized among plants, Q(t) simplifies to

[ 冘
N

Q (t) p

a2g2
(1 ⫺ m) F(t)F(t
i
i ⫹ 1)
N
ip1

冘冘
N

⫹

m
(N ⫺ 1) ip1

j(i

]

F(t)F
i
j (t ⫹ 1) .
(10)
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The second term in the right-hand side in equation (8b)
is now replaced by the average of the product for all possible pairs (i, j). By taking temporal average of Q (t), we
have an approximate invasion criterion with no local spatial structure, Q̂ . The assumption of no localized spatial
structure is crude; however, it will lead to critical insights
into invasibility, as we will show later.
ˆ and Q
ˆ  numerically from the spatiotemWe evaluate Q
poral patterns in seed production ([Fi(t)], i p 1, …, N)
generated by numerical simulation of the pollen-coupled
tree model. For each parameter combination of the pollenˆ,Q
ˆ ) and spatial syncoupled tree model, we calculated (Q
chrony in seed production, r̄. Invasion success is also examined directly through numerical simulation of the full
consumer-resource model. We introduce a minute density
of predator (10⫺4) at each host plant and trace their population growth over the first 100 generations. If the seed
predator’s population is still extant at the end of the 100
generations, the plant reproductive strategy is considered
invasible.
Spatial Dynamics
To characterize the spatial dynamics, we applied a nonparametric method to estimate the spatial correlation function (SCF) or time-lagged cross-correlation function
(LCF) in the time series data generated from numerical
simulations of the model. These correlation functions decompose synchrony/lagged correlation as a function of
distance (Bjørnstad et al. 1999, 2002; Bjørnstad and Falck
2001). We used 100 points in time for calculation after
discarding 1,000 transient iterations.
Results
Masting Dynamics
In this section, we summarize the reproductive behavior
predicted by the pollen-coupled tree model. When the
depletion coefficient, k, is !1, each plant produces seeds
every year, leading to annual reproduction (fig. 1A). Annual reproduction can be further classified into “annual
and constant” reproduction, in which the amount of seeds
is constant, and “annual and 2-yr cyclic,” in which the
amount of seeds alternates between high and low (but
positive) reproduction (fig. 1A). In the case of annual
reproduction, perfect synchrony may be assumed, that is,
r̄ p 1, though constant reproductive effort complicates
the notion of synchrony because reproductive variance is
zero. Conversely, if k 1 1, each plant reproduces intermittently, and the time series of individual seed production
includes years with no seed set. We distinguish significant
synchrony (r¯ ≥ 0.8) from weak synchrony (r¯ ! 0.8). Sig-

Figure 1: A, Classification of reproductive pattern of plants predicted
by the pollen-coupled tree model with an assumption of local pollen
coupling. We classified four types of reproductive pattern as explained
in the text. B, Density plot for proportion of seeds attacked calculated
by numerical simulation of the model. Darker area represents more severe
seed predation. Parameters: m p 0.8, a p 10.

nificantly synchronized reproduction with intermittence is
realized only when 1 ! k ! 2. In this parameter region,
seed production at population level tends to exhibit a 2yr cycle (fig. 2B; Satake and Iwasa 2002a).
Temporal dynamics in seed production at the individual
and population levels are illustrated through bifurcation
diagrams (fig. 2). The long-term trajectories of seed crop
size, Fi(t), defined in equation (6) and its mean in a popN
ulation, 冘ip1 F(t)
, are plotted across a range of values of
i
k to obtain reproductive bifurcation diagrams at individual
(fig. 2A) and at population levels (fig. 2B). For any given
individual, reproduction is annual and constant when k is
small (fig. 2A). As k increases, the reproductive orbit bifurcates into 2-yr cycles (annual and 2-yr cycle reproduction) and eventually chaotic seed production (fig. 2A; Satake and Iwasa 2000). The mean reproductive activity
across the forest is governed partially by individual reproduction and partially by the self-organized spatial dynamics. In the presence of complete spatial synchrony
(r̄ p 1; see fig. 2C), the reproductive behavior of the forest
mirrors that of each plant (fig. 2A, 2B). However, as individual orbits become increasingly unstable (k 1 2), the
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collapse of spatial synchrony leads to divergence of
individual-level and population-level dynamics. As k increases, mean seed crop size across the forest comes to
visit two sets of high-low values in a 2-yr cycle and finally
centers near a single average value (fig. 2B). In such desynchronized forests, mean reproductive activity does not
change between years, and the fraction of plants that
bloom, the mean pollen availability, and the total number
of seeds produced in a forest are almost constant because
of the averaging across independent orbits.

Seed Predation
We examined the severity of seed predation as the average
proportion of seeds attacked (fig. 1B). Annual and constant seed production (shaded area in fig. 1A) results in
severe attacks (fig. 1B). However, for very low seed production (i.e., for k close to 0), seed predators do not persist
(fig. 1B), although this region diminishes with increasing
searching efficiency of seed predators, a. When seed production is annual but fluctuating with a 2-yr cycle alternating between high and low reproduction levels (checkered region in fig. 1A), seed predators are partially satiated
in their numerical response; predation rates depend on
the population size of predators as controlled by seed production in previous years. Such a numerical response of
seed predators can cause extinction of the predator (fig.
1B). The proportion of attacked seeds increased from 0
to 1 with increased reproductive rates within the annual
and constant regime but declined sharply for the 2-yr cycle
(fig. 2B, 2D). Again, increased searching efficiency may
alleviate this.
Individual plants mast (i.e., produce seeds intermittently) when k 1 1 (fig. 2A). Time series of individual seed
production then includes numerous years with no seed
set. In this case, “local” extinction of seed predators is
inevitable, but they may nevertheless persist globally as a
result of dispersal and spatial averaging. Regional persistence in the face of local instability is most likely when
mast synchrony is weak (fig. 1). In this scenario, there is
always some fraction of plants producing seeds within the
forest. This enables seed predators to persist globally
through dispersal to any asynchronous nearby plants. Seed
predators are globally extinct over the parameter region
in which significant reproductive synchrony is realized (fig.

Figure 2: A, Bifurcation diagram for individual seed crop sizes. B, Bifurcation diagram for population level seed crop size. C, Degree of synchrony in seed production (r̄ ). D, Proportion of seeds attacked. The
horizontal axis is the depletion coefficient, k. Parameters: b p 0.8,
m p 0.8, a p 10.
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vasibility when reproduction among plants is locally selforganized. To elucidate this, we depict the time lag–1 crosscorrelation function (LCF) in seed production (fig. 5A).
When in a weakly synchronized forest (i.e., small r̄), a
local spatial pattern in seeding is created, then nearby sites
show a strong negative correlation at time lag 1 (solid line
in fig. 5A), though this negative correlation erodes with
increasing distance to converge to 0 for distant plants. If,
in contrast, the spatial dynamics are not locally synchronized, the LCF is almost 0 throughout (dotted line in fig.
5A). Because of such a smaller time lag–1 cross-correlation
ˆ fell below Q
ˆ  (fig. 4).
(eq. 9), Q
The approximate invasion criterion appears to give an
excellent prediction of the invasion in the full spatiotemporal simulations. In simulations, establishment fails when
ˆ ! 1, and it succeeds for Q
ˆ 1 1. Intriguingly, the apQ
proximation is derived by considering only two steps in
the invasion process (app. A). Its success is likely to be
linked to the time lag–1 nature of dependence in masting
dynamics (Kelly and Sork 2002).

Spatial Dynamics

Figure 3: The logistic-regression response surface of the proportion
of attacked seeds (p) as a function of A, the degree of synchrony, r̄,
and the per capita attack rate of seed predators, a, and B, the dispersal
rate of seed predators, m. Logistic regression analysis gives ln [p/(1 ⫺
¯ and (B) 0.62 ⫺ 4.6r¯ ⫹
p)] as: (A) ⫺1.3 ⫺ 5.1r¯ ⫹ 0.24a ⫺ 0.045ra
¯ .
2.3m ⫺ 0.56rm

The pollen-coupled tree model with local pollen dispersal
generates nonuniform spatial patterns with local spatial
clusters. The spatial scale of the clusters tends to be a few
times the range of direct pollen exchange (Satake and Iwasa
2002a). The spatially correlated seed production, in combination with local pollen dispersal, induces spatial correlation in the dynamics of the seed predators. Figure 5B,
5C exemplifies the spatial correlation functions (SCFs) in
seed predators as compared with the SCFs of their re-

1; fig. 2C, 2D). For masting plants (k 1 1), the proportion
of attacked seeds is inversely related to r̄ (fig. 2C, 2D),
We performed logistic regression analysis to synthesize
how different factors such as the degree of spatial synchrony, r̄, the searching efficiency, a, and the dispersal
rate, m, influence the proportion of seeds attacked. This
proportion was found to be negatively related to r̄ but
positively related to a (fig. 3A) and m (fig. 3B).
Invasion
Invasibility is most critically dependent on the degree of
ˆ and Q
ˆ  decrease
synchrony of seed set, r̄ (fig. 4). Both Q
with increasing r̄, meaning that invasibility decreases as
the degree of spatial synchrony in seed production inˆ is almost always less than Q
ˆ . This
creases. Interestingly, Q
discrepancy highlights that seed predators suffer lower in-

Figure 4: Plot of the approximate invasion criteria, Q̂ (open squares) and
Q̂  (solid circles), along the degree of synchrony in seed production among
ˆ in which extinction
different plants (r̄). Stars represent the values of Q
of seed predators occurred. Parameters: m p 0.8, a p 10.
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the SCFs for resources (fig. 5B, 5C). The discrepancy between the SCFs for seed production and those for seed
predator is most distinct in a significantly synchronized
forest (fig. 5C).
To fully visualize the spatial persistence of predators in
the presence of highly variable mast seeding, we present
three temporal snapshots (fig. 6). The upper three panels
represent the temporal change of spatial distributions for
seed crop size produced by individual plants. For the parameters chosen, there are distinct spatial clusters in which
plants show synchronized reproduction with the 2-yr cycle,
visiting high and very low reproductive levels as shown in
figure 6 (this is typical reproductive behavior of plants
when k ! 2; see fig. 2B). The corresponding spatial distributions of seed predators are shown in three panels at
the bottom. The seed predator’s persistence is facilitated
at the boundary of distinct clusters. This elucidates the
importance of dispersal for spreading the risk in the face
of variable resources. When host plants produce too-small
amounts of seeds, successful predator reproduction requires dispersal to find resources elsewhere within the dispersal range.
We may acquire a deeper understanding of the spatiotemporal persistence through a simplifying assumption.
Consider that the amount of seeds produced by ith plant
in year t, Fi(t), visits either H (high) or L (low) levels
cyclically. When two distinct spatial clusters A and B exhibit opposite reproductive phases, as shown in figure 6,
the reproductive level of any individuals belonging to cluster A, Fi苸A(t), is simplified to
Fi苸A(t) p

,
{HL forfor tt even
odd

(11)

and vice versa for the reproductive level of individuals in
cluster B, denoted as Fi苸B(t).
The population growth rate of the predator at site i,
Qi(t), is then approximated using the similar calculations
in appendix A, according to
Figure 5: A, Spatial correlation function in seed production at the time
lag 1 (solid line), calculated from spatial pattern predicted by the pollencoupled tree model. Dotted line is the degree of regional synchrony.
Parameters: k p 2.1, b p 0.8, r¯ p 0.042. B, C, Spatial correlation functions in seed production and predator abundance as predicted by the
pollen-coupled tree model. Parameters: (B) k p 2.1, b p 0.8, r¯ p
0.042; (C) k p 1.8, b p 0.8, r¯ p 0.68.

source. If the degree of spatial synchrony is small (r̄ p
0.04 ), the SCF in seed production declines and approaches
0 for large distances (fig. 5B). However, the decrease in
synchrony with distance is very shallow in a synchronized
forest (r̄ p 0.68), and positive correlation is maintained
over long distances (fig. 5C). The SCFs for seed predators
also decrease as a function of distance and are always below

{

Q i(t) p a 2 g 2 (1 ⫺ m) HL

[

⫹m

[

p a 2 g 2 HL ⫹

(n ⫺ li)
n

HL ⫹

]

mli
(H ⫺ L)2 ,
2n

]}

li
(HH ⫹ LL)
2n

(12)

where li is the number of sites that belong to the cluster
showing opposite reproductive phase within the neigh-
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Figure 6: Spatial patterns in seed production (upper row) and amount of seed predators (bottom row). X- and Y-axes represent spatial locations,
and Z-axis represents seed crop size (upper three panels) or seed predator abundance (bottom three panels). Time flows left to right. Parameters:
k p 1.8, b p 1.0, m p 0.8, a p 10. The total number of host plant is 50 # 50 . In order to show clear spatial patterns, we apply the pollen dispersal
range larger than nearest neighbor: plants located at ith location (xi, yi) and jth location (xj, yj) can exchange pollen if Fxi ⫺ xjF2 ⫹ Fyi ⫺ yjF2 ≤ 52.
Overall spatial pattern is similar, but spatial scale of the pattern is larger and becomes coarse grained as pollen dispersal range increases (for details,
see Satake and Iwasa 2002a).

borhood of the focal plant i and n is the total number of
plants in the neighborhood. For other parameters, see table
1. Equation (12) illustrates that Qi(t) increases with m and
li. This means that local population of seed predators shows
higher growth rate when they have a larger dispersal rate,
m, and a larger number of neighboring plants belonging
to clusters that are different from the focal plant. As illustrated by the spatial dynamics in figure 6, li attains large
value at the boundary of two distinct clusters, which provides the core areas for persistence of the seed predators.
Note that these calculations are general in the sense that
they hold not only for the nearest-neighbor dispersal assumed in the simulations but also for arbitrary neighborhood size.
Dormancy
Numerical simulation of the diapause model (eq. [7])
shows that plants suffer from severe seed losses over a
large parameter region when seed predators exhibit an

extended diapause (fig. 7A), but large temporal variability
in seeding tends to reduce losses (fig. 7B). However, the
qualitative features of persistence as a function of plant
reproductive synchrony bears some resemblance to the
“disperse in time” and “disperse in space” strategies (cf.
fig. 1B and fig. 7A).
Discussion
Mast seeding has a great impact on the dynamics of seed
consumers (Wolff 1996; McShea 2000; Kobro et al. 2003;
Schnurr et al. 2002; Satake et al. 2004) and herbivores
(Selås et al. 2001) by generating spatial and temporal fluctuation in resource levels. Pulsed seed production may
have cascading effects on ecosystems through the food web
(Ostfeld et al. 1996; Liebhold et al. 2000; Ostfeld and Keesing 2000; Schmidt and Ostfeld 2003; Satake et al. 2003).
This article focuses on the spatially extended dynamics of
plant reproduction and seed predators to explore the effect
of mast seeding on dynamics and persistence of specialist
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Figure 7: A, Density plot of proportion of seeds damaged predicted by
the diapause model. Darker area represents more severe seed predation.
Parameters: d p 0.05, v p 1.0. B, Plot of the proportion of seeds attacked
by predators along the coefficient of variation (CV) of individual reproduction. d p fraction of the pupae that are capable of extended diapause.
Parameters: v p 1.0, b p 0.0.

consumers. Population dynamics of seed predators are assumed to respond to mast seeding of host plants in a
bottom-up fashion. The results of our analysis provide
firm theoretical support of previous hypotheses of how
mast seeding may lead to an escape from seed predation
(Janzen 1971; Silvertown 1980; Kelly and Sork 2002).
Theoretically speaking, local populations of seed predators may be expected to become locally extinct when a
host plant shows intermittent seed production. However,
because of dispersal to adjacent host plants, global persistence of the predator may still be ensured (fig. 1). In
this case, a plant population suffers from seed predation
even if individual reproduction varies substantially across
years, although its level of seed predation is lower than
those for constant reproduction. Global extinction of seed
predators results when intermittent reproduction is highly
synchronized (fig. 1). According to the approximate invasion criterion, negative time lag–1 autocorrelation and
cross-correlation in seeding reduce invasibility of the seed
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predators (note how our study thus adds to the growing
body of theory that shows how the influence of pattern
on process can be approached by considering spatial correlation/cross correlation [Bolker and Pacala 1999; Keeling
et al. 2002]). This means that classic mast seeding, which
exhibits a seed set that is negatively correlated in time but
positively correlated across space, is a good strategy to
prevent invasion of the seed predators. The approximation
for the invasion criterion works well because the entire
forest exhibits a 2-yr cycle in seed production when the
plant’s reproduction is highly synchronized (fig. 2). However, as r̄ slightly decreases, the 2-yr cycle becomes unclear
(fig. 2), and longer intervals between mast years should
be taken into account to correct slight overestimation of
the invasion criterion (fig. 4).
Koenig and coworkers (Koenig and Knops 1998, 2000;
Koenig et al. 1999; Koenig 2002) demonstrated that the
degree of mast synchrony among temperate forests is high
and may extend to as far as 1,000 km. Mast synchrony at
the relatively short spatial scale (distance !10 km) at which
seed predator populations operate has also been shown to
be high (Rees et al. 2002; Liebhold et al. 2004). Such strong
positive spatial correlation in seeding may greatly reduce
losses to the predators. In addition, spatial synchrony at
local scales (!100 m in the work by Liebhold et al. 2004)
may further reduce losses by preventing the invasion of
seed predators as predicted by the model (fig. 4).
According to the prediction of the model, the scale of
spatial synchrony critically depends on the pollen dispersal
range; the scale is at least a few times larger than the range
of direct pollen exchange (Satake and Iwasa 2002a). Environmental fluctuations (such as temperature and precipitation level) are correlated across a large scale and may
cause further synchrony in seed production over longer
distances than in the case of direct pollen exchange (Koenig and Knops 1998, 2000; Koenig et al. 1999; Koenig
2002; Rees et al. 2002; Schauber et al. 2002), or pollen
coupling and environmental forces may work in concert
to realize large-scale reproductive synchrony (Satake and
Iwasa 2002b). The spatial scale at which synchrony in seed
production effectively reduces seed losses to seed predators
is influenced by the mobility of seed predators (Kelly and
Sork 2002). In this study, we considered invertebrate predators that disperse over a short distance. These may contrast with highly mobile predators such as birds or mammals (Curran and Leighton 2000). Larger spatial scales of
reproductive synchrony would be required to satiate such
predators in order to reduce seed losses. Even in such a
case, the same analysis of approximate invasion criteria
given in equations (8) and (9) can be applied because they
are general and hold for arbitrary neighborhood sizes not
restricted to nearest-neighbor dispersal. In the model, dispersal was assumed to be isotropic. However, if predators
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have advective (directional) dispersal, as in the case of the
larch budmoth (Bjørnstad et al. 2002), different spatiotemporal patterns will arise from trophic interactions,
which is an interesting topic for future studies.
We have examined a modification of the model to relax
the range of simplifying assumptions. The core model assumes that plants exchange pollen only with adjacent
plants (i.e., local pollen dispersal), which results in formation of local spatial pattern in seed production. Contrary to local pollen dispersal, a model with global pollen
dispersal generates regional reproductive synchrony with
no local spatial pattern (Satake and Iwasa 2000). We have
applied the same range of analysis to the global pollen
coupling situation. When pollen is dispersed globally, spatial reproductive synchrony is created over a larger parameter region (fig. 8A), and therefore, global extinction
of seed predators occurs more frequently (fig. 8B) than is
the case with local pollen dispersal (fig. 1B). However, as
long as seed predators persist globally, severity of seed
predation is greater (fig. 8B) than in the case with local
pollen coupling (fig. 1B), meaning that a nonlocal pattern
in seeding may enhance the level of seed predation. Furthermore, the diapause model shows that large temporal
variability in seeding may reduce seed losses to the predators even if predators disperse in time (fig. 7).
The results of our analysis provide an interesting insight
into a coevolutionary arms race between plant and seed
predators in addition to insight into how economy of scale
of masting explains how a larger reproductive effort is
more efficient (Norton and Kelly 1988). The reproductive
strategy of plants that effectively satiates seed predators is
dependent on the behavior of the seed predator itself. For
long-distance mobile predators, strategies that generate
large-scale synchrony in seeding would be favored. In contrast, for predators with extended diapause, strategies that
generate extremely variable seed set across years may be
necessary. It is critical to realize that there are potential
disadvantages associated with synchronized fluctuations in
seed production. Mast seeding may result in increased
seedling competition (Kelly 1994) and lost opportunities
for colonization or increasing risk of death (Waller 1979).
Plants may also face a physiological trade-off; the pollencoupled tree model predicts that if individual plants employ extremely variable reproduction across years (i.e., a
large depletion coefficient, k), synchrony in seed production among different individuals is not likely because seed
production becomes more chaotic for larger k (Satake and
Iwasa 2000). The tension between these forces will variously contribute to complex selective pressures on the reproductive schedules of individuals plants (e.g., Rees et al.
2002). We believe that our spatially extended mechanistic
model should produce a basis for future research to explore

Figure. 8: A, Classification of reproductive pattern of plants predicted
by the pollen-coupled tree model with global pollen coupling. We classified four types of reproductive pattern as explained in the text. B,
Density plot for proportion of seeds attacked. Darker area represents
more severe seed predation. Parameters: m p 0.8, a p 10.

evolution of mast seeding and evolution of life histories
of specialized seed predators.
From a wider perspective, our study, in a uniquely detailed fashion, adds to the growing emphasis on the
intertwined interaction among spatial pattern, temporal
process, and environmental stochasticity in ecological
dynamics. Theory appears increasingly to support the notion that ecological processes associated with environmental stochasticity induce self-organized spatial patterns
(Bjørnstad et al. 1999; Lande et al. 1999; Engen et al. 2002a,
2002b). Such spatial patterns in turn potentially alter the
ecological process (Bolker and Pacala 1999). The drawback
of this realization is that spatiotemporal models will need
to replace classical models for population dynamics. The
benefit is the depth of ecological understanding that arises
from explicit spatial embedding.
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APPENDIX A
Deriving Approximate Invasion Criterion
Consider the situation in which the number of seed predators is very small (Z i(t) K 1 and Z i(t) K 1 for all i). Here,
i represents the ith location in two-dimensional lattice

space composed of a n # n grid. By noting e⫺aZ (t) 艑


1 ⫺ aZ (t) for small Z (t) and applying equation (4), equation (5) can be rewritten as

[

matrix is dependent on time in a manner predicted by the
pollen-coupled tree model, and dispersal of adults to
nearby trees creates complex linkages among different
trees. Thus, we developed a heuristic method to calculate
the approximate invasion criterion, Q̂. We assume that
invasion criterion is approximated by the mean of population growth rate calculated from the process including
two growth steps accompanied by one dispersal step:
A(t ⫹ 1)MA(t). Let Q(t) be the quantity to measure the
population growth rate when predators are introduced in
year t. By assuming that predators are initially distributed
uniformly across all host (i.e., Z(t) p  (1, 1, … , 1)T,
where  is a small constant), Q(t) is given as
1
1
1
Q(t) p (1, 1, … , 1) [A(t ⫹ 1)MA(t)]
7
N
1




Z i(t ⫹ 1) 艑 agF(t)Z
(t)
i
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冘 [
N
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p
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i ⫺ 1)
N ip1 i
⫹

Using matrix notation, the dynamics of seed predators are
then written as
Z(t ⫹ 1) p A(t)MZ(t)
p

p A(t)MA(t ⫺ 1)M
… MA(1)MA(0)MZ(0),

冘

冘
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1 ⫺ m, i p j
where mij p m/n,
i ( j and j 苸 R i .
0,
otherwise

{

⫹

}

m
F(t)F
i
j (t ⫹ 1) ,
n ip1 j苸R i
(A3)

which corresponds to equation (8b). Taking average of
equation (A3) over time t leads to the approximate invasion criterion given by Q̂ in equation (8a).
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